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Trustees’ Report
The Trustees present their annual report and accounts for the year ended 30th June 2011.

Mission, Vision and Values
Nuevas Esperanzas UK is governed by a Trust deed which
gives the trustees the power to apply the funds for the
relief of poverty in Nicaragua.
“Our vision is a just and free society in which we are all able
to fulfil our God-given potential, looking to the interests of
others as well as ourselves.”
“Our mission is to provide practical and technical assistance
to communities in Nicaragua as they seek to establish
sustainable livelihoods which lift them out of poverty and to
encourage transformational development, both material
and spiritual, at all levels of society.”
Nuevas Esperanzas supports this mission through its team
of local staff by facilitating projects in a wide range of
sectors including water and sanitation, agriculture,
environmental management and education. Nuevas
Esperanzas also encourages churches, both Catholic and
protestant, to work together to serve the poor of their
communities. Lasting outcomes can only be achieved when
we commit to work together, look to the interests of others
and invest in the future of our own communities. Nuevas
Esperanzas facilitates this process by seeking to model this
approach. Values, not just activities, are necessary if
transformational development of poor communities is to
become a reality. Nuevas Esperanzas challenges the
prevailing attitudes of the local culture where they hinder
development, promoting the following alternative values
which encourage the development of a just and free
society:
Commitment and Vision
We recognise that transformational
development is a process which
requires a long-term commitment and
not a quick fix solution. We aim to
promote and model a vision for
the future and a commitment to
see through our work to its
conclusion.

Honesty and Transparency
We aim to be honest and consistent in what we say, in the
way we manage our finances and in our relationships with
beneficiaries, donors and the government. We strive to be
transparent in our accounting and reporting, and to
acknowledge our failures when things go wrong.
Professionalism and Innovation
We seek to encourage and develop professional skills
within our team and in the communities in which we work.
We encourage innovation and aim to apply appropriate
technologies in our projects, developing new solutions to
old problems where necessary.
Ecumenism and Inclusiveness
As followers of Jesus, we believe in the power of the gospel
to transform society. We are passionately ecumenical,
appreciating the diversity of spiritualities represented in
different denominations, both Catholic and protestant, and
strive to be inclusive, working without prejudice with
people of all faiths and none.
Empowerment and Stewardship
We seek to empower our staff and the people with whom
we work, giving a voice to the poor and ensuring that
decisions are made at the appropriate levels. We promote
ownership and responsibility through the application of
participatory techniques which encourage communities to
find their own solutions to the challenges they face.

Objectives, activities and achievements in 2010/11
Long-term development programmes
Last year, Nuevas Esperanzas aimed to establish long-term
development programmes in marginalised and vulnerable
communities in the Department of León.
The principal focus of activities during 2010/11 was on the
continued growth of long-term development programmes
in the Department of León. The ‘Mountain Rain’
programme continued with its focus on the remote and
vulnerable mountain villages of El Ojochal del Listón, Agua
Fría, El Ñajo and El Caracol, and work also began on a new
programme, an investigation into arsenic contamination of
groundwater in the area surrounding the communities of
Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer and the formulation of
solutions to reduce exposure to this naturally occurring
poison. The Mountain Rain programme and the Arsenic
Alleviation programme accounted for 42% and 41%
respectively of total expenditure during the year 2010/11.
Some work was also undertaken on the long-term
programme to support the community of La Palmerita.

Mountain Rain
‘Mountain Rain’ is a long-term integrated programme
which aims to encourage the development of sustainable
livelihoods in hillside communities in an environmentally
sensitive and disaster vulnerable area of western
Nicaragua. One of the fundamental challenges for these
communities is access to water. With the nearest source
more than 5 km away for some, these families face a daily
four hour journey on foot or horseback to collect water to
meet only the most basic needs, consuming time and
energy to the detriment of farming and education.
Environmental degradation of the hillsides where these
families live has
resulted in
mass

deforestation through tree felling and slash and burn
farming. This in turn has caused soil erosion, increasing
vulnerability to natural disasters.
Under the Mountain Rain programme, Nuevas Esperanzas
is helping farmers construct rainwater harvesting systems
and protect springs. Access to the communities is being
improved, both to facilitate construction and to give
farmers better access to their land to take their produce to
market. Sustainable forms of generating income are being
introduced to use the natural resources of the land without
continuing to degrade the environment. This programme is
underpinned by a strong emphasis on community
development, leadership, organisation and education.
During 2010/11, work was completed on the construction
of five rainwater harvesting systems in two communities,
funded by the American Nicaraguan Foundation. The
spring in Agua Fría was developed to provide a reliable
hygienic source of water for families in neighbouring
communities, funded by the Oxford León Association and
Trust. Work continued on the beekeeping project, funded
throughout the year by New Hope Llantwit Major. A
second phase of the family gardens project was
implemented across two communities and more work on
the reforestation of the environmentally protected area
was undertaken.
Rainwater harvesting
Rainwater harvesting is the only viable solution to the
water needs of many of the communities located within
the Maribios volcanoes. The climate of this area is such
that plentiful supplies of rainwater can be collected from
roofs during the wet season, but the challenge is to store
sufficient water to last for the five months of the dry
season and to protect this water from contamination. The
systems promoted by Nuevas Esperanzas have large,
closed, ferrocement tanks designed to let rainwater in but
keep mosquitoes out. The technique used to construct
these ferrocement tanks is simple and only locally available
materials and basic tools are needed. The tanks are robust
and can last for thirty years or more. Collection of
rainwater is sustainable, relatively simple and costeffective. The design for these tanks has been developed
by Nuevas Esperanzas over a number of years as part of the
Mountain Rain programme.
Work on the construction of five
rainwater harvesting tanks, funded
by the American Nicaraguan
Foundation was begun in July
2010. Two tanks were
constructed in the community
of El Ojochal and three in
the community of Agua
Fría. In El Ojochal one
family tank with a
capacity of 20,000 litres
was constructed and one
tank of 50,000 litres which is

to be shared between several families. Each
of the three tanks constructed in Agua Fría
has a capacity of 40,000 litres. In order to
transport the building materials as close
as possible to the construction sites,
work to improve road access to Agua
Fría was undertaken. Construction
on all five tanks was completed
in December 2010.
This project was evaluated
according to indicators defined in
the project proposal:


The project reduced the time spent
collecting water for families in El
Ojochal and Agua Fría. In the project
proposal it was stated that a total of
around 5,000 hours per year would be
saved. Six families save around 3½ hours per day (4.5
km distance to spring), two families save around 2
hours per day (distance to source reduced by 2.5 - 3
km), and seven families save around 1½ hours per day
(distance to source reduce by 1.5 – 2.5 km). The total
time saved is thus likely to be in excess of 6,000 hours
per year.



The project increased the amount of water available
close to the home to between 18 and 27
litres/person/day, although it is not clear whether or
not beneficiaries will continue to walk to collect water
to supplement their rainwater. It is likely that the
time spent walking to collect water will be reduced
but not eliminated altogether.



Finally, the project improved the quality of drinking
water for almost all families. Although it is not
feasible to measure improvements in health as a
result of the project directly, bacteriological analysis
of the water provides a useful indicator of the risk of
waterborne disease. The new rainwater tanks
provided water containing 0 E.coli/100 ml (World
Health Organisation guideline value) in three of the
tanks and <10 E.coli/100 ml (low risk) in one tank.
Water from the fifth tank contained over 100
E.coli/100 ml (high risk). The results from the
rainwater harvesting tanks represent an improvement
on the baseline but do not yet meet the target.
Further monitoring will be undertaken in 2011/12.

protected
and
improved,
others are not
and what should
be a dependable
and clean water
supply is, in some cases,
nothing more than contaminated seepage in a pool of mud.
Other springs are clean, but the yield is so poor that
sometimes users must wait in line for an hour or two for
their turn to fill containers. This year Nuevas Esperanzas
began a project to improve the spring in Agua Fría.

In addition to the construction of new tanks, ongoing
monitoring of water levels in tanks built in previous years
was undertaken.

Meetings were held with all those who use the spring
including families from several different communities at
which the plans for the project were presented. A
recognition of the importance of this work led to excellent
participation from the beneficiaries who provided manual
labour for the construction work under the guidance of
Nuevas Esperanzas’ building supervisors. Although it was
hoped that work would be completed before the wet
season began in May, this proved impossible due to an
eruption of Volcán Telica. With the active crater only 2 km
away and the wind changing direction to bring the ash
cloud directly over the project site, there was no choice but
to suspend work for the duration of this increased activity.
By the end of this reporting period a storage tank with one
permeable wall allowing the water to fill the tank had been
constructed and gabions built to stabilise the water
collection area. Work to finish the development of the
spring will be completed during 2011/12.

Spring development in Agua Fría

Organic family gardens

Apart from rainwater, the only other viable source of water
for the communities located on the slopes of Volcán Telica
is from springs. With the exception of El Ojochal del Listón
and El Caracol, each community has a nearby spring,
although some are poor yielding or ephemeral. Whilst
many families in these dispersed communities live long
distances from these water sources, they nevertheless
provide the only domestic supply on which these families
depend. Although some sources are reasonably well

In the hillside communities opportunities for women to
contribute to family income are relatively limited. Income
is almost entirely generated from beans which are grown
significant distances away from the home, meaning that
women have limited opportunities to be involved as their
primary responsibility involves work in the house and
garden. Traditional family roles, where men are the
principal ‘producers’, can lead to a sense of
disempowerment amongst women. In November 2009, a
5

could be taken to market. This
year, following a meeting with a
buyer at a supermarket in León
facilitated by Nuevas Esperanzas, an
order of over 500 avocadoes from El
Ojochal was placed. Both the buyer and
the sellers from El Ojochal were pleased
with the sale which provided an excellent
opportunity for the producers to learn about marketing of
fruit. The producers also experimented with selling directly
in the central market in León rather than through
intermediaries and found a much better price could be
obtained. Different methods of transporting the avocadoes
to market were also tried. It appeared that the method of
transporting the avocadoes down the mountain was less
important than the way they were displayed at market;
large fruit which are ripe and ready to eat generally sell
better. It is hoped that the marketing of avocadoes will be
developed more formally in the future.

project
began with
the purpose
of helping
women to have
a greater role in
providing for their
families. The project
also aimed to improve the nutrition of these families whilst
promoting the use of organic gardening techniques. As a
result of this pilot project it was decided in 2010 that the
family gardens project should be run as an ongoing
programme.

Fire prevention and reforestation

Marketing avocadoes

The slopes of Volcán Telica were once covered by dense dry
tropical forest, but the clearing of land for agriculture,
combined with illegal logging, pests, forest fires and
hurricanes, has reduced the forest to small, isolated
fragments. The effects of deforestation are not just
environmental; increased soil erosion from deforestation
reduces farmers’ crop yields, loss of vegetation increases
the risk of landslides, and loss of wildlife reduces the
potential for tourism. Of the various factors contributing to
deforestation on Volcán Telica, perhaps the most serious
has been indiscriminate burning due to “slash and burn”
farming, hunting of iguanas, collection of honey from
natural hives, or even just recreation. Forest fires not only
destroy large areas of forest, but they also affect the local
fauna, already under threat from hunting. Some of the
farmers in the hillside communities within the Telica-Rota
Protected Area are owners of land which includes natural
forests, but they usually regard these areas as
“unproductive”; when looking for ways to increase their
income, farmers are reluctant to pursue options to
generate income from forested land and see clearing the
forest as the only viable solution.

The community of El Ojochal del Listón has many naturally
growing avocado trees. In the past, families form El
Ojochal have not been able to manage the volume of fruit
produced and some of the crop has been lost before it

This year Nuevas Esperanzas has continued to work with
the Nicaraguan Environment Agency, MARENA, to comanage the Telica-Rota Protected Area, expanding the
reforestation and conservation project begun in the last

While some of the crops in the first phase of the project
were lost due to disease and pests, the women were keen
to continue the work. The decision was taken to focus on
peppers and tomatoes, identified by the families as good
for family consumption and potentially also for sale.
Training was given in how to grow these two crops
specifically. The women also chose to establish individual
gardens and to work in smaller groups. This gave a greater
sense of ownership to the project. Organic techniques
were researched and implemented and new methods are
continually being investigated. Twelve families participated
in the project this year. Unfortunately much of the pepper
crop was lost due to disease but the tomato harvest was
successful. A visit was received from the Young Growers’
Association of Pennsylvania, USA and interest has been
expressed in developing the model of organic family
gardens in the future. A project evaluation was completed
for the first phase of the gardens project and plans made
for future work incorporating the lessons learned from the
pilot project.
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reporting period which is addressing the loss of dry tropical
forest. A regional workshop on forest fires was jointly
hosted by MARENA, the army (responsible for fire fighting),
The Nature Conservancy and Nuevas Esperanzas.
Participatory techniques such as problem trees and ranking
were used to identify causes of forest fires and suggest
solutions which could be implemented to reduce the
damage. Coordination with MARENA and the park rangers
over the management of forest fires continued throughout
the year, and some joint training workshops were given in
target communities.
Monitoring and evaluation of the saplings planted at the
end of the last reporting period and the start of this one
were maintained throughout the year. Field surveys were
undertaken to map and sample the condition of the trees
and ArcGIS and Google Earth were used to improve the
management and analysis of data collected. It is clear that
the fruit trees had a better success rate, probably because
they were more developed before transporting and
transplanting. The average tree survival rate was 38% and
the quality of the live trees was 28% excellent, 65%
moderate and 7% poor. A new initiative this year was to
establish nurseries in the communities of El Ojochal and El
Ñajo to grow melliferous species
including strawberry tree and laurel
to reforest a small area and to
provide pollen for bees, thus
supporting the beekeeping
project. Investigations were
made into the species which
can be planted and laurel,
blackwood and jiñocuago
were planted. Fruit
trees including mango,
coffee, avocado and
peach were also planted
along with trees donated

by the Mayor of Telica’s nursery.
During the second half of this year an investigation was
undertaken into the idea of funding reforestation projects
through a carbon offsetting scheme. Research was made
into voluntary accreditation schemes and a feasibility
report was produced. Plan Vivo was identified as the most
appropriate scheme and work began on drawing up a
Project Idea Note to submit to Plan Vivo. Nuevas
Esperanzas hopes to develop this idea further in 2011/12.
As part of this work, the carbon footprint for Nuevas
Esperanzas for 2010 was calculated at 50.39 tonnes of
CO2(e). The most significant component of this was from
cement used for construction projects, accounting for over
half of the total.

covered included the environment, an introduction to
beekeeping, equipment, the installation of an apiary, the
advantages of keeping an apiary over natural hives, and the
management and care of bees. During the winter months
the beekeepers were trained in how to provide food
supplements in the form of a sugar solution to sustain the
bees until plants began to flower again. In December and
January the first two harvests were made in El Ojochal with
a total of 33 litres of honey collected.

Beekeeping
Having contracted a beekeeping specialist to join the
Nuevas Esperanzas team in June 2010, the beekeeping
project was one of the most significant new initiatives to be
established during the year.
Apiaries were established in four communities: El Ojochal,
Agua Fría, El Ñajo and El Caracol. All the necessary
equipment was purchased including a centrifuge for
harvesting the honey. One problem faced was the
transport of the hives to the chosen locations due to the
difficulties in reaching these remote areas. On two
occasions, hives full of bees were dropped while walking in
very wet conditions. On the other hand, several bee
colonies have been captured in the wild and the hives have
since become well established. Hives are located in areas
close enough to the communities for the beekeepers to
manage them well but far enough away that the
Africanised bees are not a risk to those living in the area.
Significant challenges included heavy rain, colder weather
and ash fall from the eruption of Volcán Telica. Hives from
Agua Fría had to be evacuated during the eruption to avoid
losing the bees. During heavy rain it is impossible to open
hives because this would put the bees at risk.

During this year the trainee beekeepers attended the first
beekeeping fair to be held in León and also visited the
community of El Porvenir to learn from that community
about their experience of running a cooperative and their
approaches to community organisation. A three year plan
for the development of the beekeeping project in the
Telica-Rota protected area was drawn up and the work
carried out this year will be continued and expanded in
2011/12.
Community organisation and support
During this year two participatory appraisals focussing on
social issues were held with young people in El Ojochal and
in Agua Fría. There was a greater openness in El Ojochal
due to the fact that Nuevas Esperanzas has a longer
established relationship with members of that community.

Training sessions have been run in El Ojochal for
participants from El Ojochal and and El Ñajo and in Agua
Fría for those from Agua Fría and El Caracol. Topics
9

In Agua Fría the young women were particularly concerned
that their opinions are not heard or valued.
Nuevas Esperanzas has also worked closely with the
community of El Ojochal to develop their capacity in
community organisation and leadership. Support and
training were given to the Gabinete de Poder Ciudadano
(literally ‘Cabinet of Citizen Power’) in communication,
leadership roles and responsibilities, trust, participation,
conflict resolution and cooperatives. Community initiatives
to raise funds for the pre-school were supported by Nuevas
Esperanzas and a team was fielded for a three-way baseball
tournament with teams from El Ojochal and Agua Fría.
Nuevas Esperanzas staff also provided practical and
emotional support to members of the community during a
bereavement and in response to several challenging
medical problems. In each case, Nuevas Esperanzas acted
in an advocacy role, helping the families gain access to
healthcare which is available, yet largely regarded as
inaccessible due to their remote location.
Eruption of Volcán Telica
Technical and logistical support was given to INETER, the
Nicaraguan Geological Survey, and local authorities during
an eruption of Volcán Telica in May 2011. The Nuevas
Esperanzas team provided invaluable census data and GIS
support to COMUPRED, the committee coordinating the
emergency response. The team helped to monitor changes
in temperature and water chemistry in wells and fumaroles
close to the volcano and assisted with the collection of ash
samples during visits to nearby communities. The team
also assisted with a partial evacuation of Agua Fría and El
Ojochal del Listón. The increased activity lasted for just
over a month before INETER reported in June that the
volcanic activity had decreased and that the temperature in
the crater had also gone down. This eruption had a
significant impact on Nuevas Esperanzas’ work, both in
delaying work on projects and in highlighting the
importance of Nuevas Esperanzas’ knowledge of the
remote communities close to the volcano as well as data
gathered over the last six years.

Arsenic Alleviation programme
Following initial investigations in 2009/10 into the problem
of arsenic contamination of water sources in the area
around the communities of Unión España and Nuevo
Amanecer at the foot of Volcán Telica, significant work has
been undertaken in this area during the year, developing
this into a new and important programme. Arsenic is an
important drinking-water contaminant. Drinking water rich
in arsenic over a long period leads to arsenic poisoning,
referred to as arsenicosis. Symptoms of arsenicosis can
start to appear over a period of 2-10 years and include skin
pigmentation and keratosis (hard patches on the palms and
soles of the feet). Long-term exposure can lead to skin
cancer, respiratory problems such as pulmonary fibrosis,
diseases of the bladder and ultimately death. Arsenic in
groundwater is mobilised through a combination of natural
processes such as weathering reactions, biological activity
and volcanic and geothermal activity. In the area around
Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer, arsenic concentrations
of up to 900 parts per billion (ppb) have been recorded (the
WHO limit is 10 ppb).
In October 2010 a phased plan for a new water supply for
these two communities was approved by the Mayor of
Telica. The new system will make use of an existing
borehole from a disused system in Nuevo Amanecer as well
as an existing header tank from another disused system in
Unión España. All other aspects of the system will be new,
including the water distribution system, submersible pump,
pumphouse and an 800 metre connection to the power
supply grid. Nuevas Esperanzas was invited to implement
the project with funding from the Mayor’s office and a
hydraulic engineer was contracted to design a new water
distribution system jointly with Nuevas Esperanzas’ civil
engineer.
In parallel with the design of a new water supply and
distribution system for the these communities, a 40,000
litre rainwater harvesting tank was constructed at the
school in the community of Nuevo Amanecer to provide
some water in a short period of time. This work was
funded by Students for 60,000, a volunteer organisation
from the US. The construction of the tank was a significant
achievement given that manual labour was provided by a
small but committed group of mostly women, including a
60 year old.
In December 2010 a pumping test was undertaken on the
borehole and samples were taken and analysed for arsenic
and a wide range of other
parameters. This water is
contaminated with arsenic at
levels which exceed the WHO
limit (up to 43 ppb of arsenic)
so will be suitable for
washing clothes and
bathing only. Excavation

of trenches for the pipeline began in January
with each family required to dig 41 metres
and help with transport of sand.
Community participation was a challenge
and the Nuevas Esperanzas team
monitored the technical and social
aspects of the work closely,
providing ongoing support to the
rather embattled community
water committee.
An electrician was contracted to
install the power lines and
transformer and a request for a
mains connection was submitted to
the electricity company. A plumber was
also contracted to install the pipework.
All the PVC pipes were laid by the end of
this reporting period although due to
ongoing challenges with community
participation some of the trenches had not been
adequately backfilled before the rains began, resulting in
significant erosion in some areas. Manholes were built to
give access to network control valves. The borehole was
cleaned out with compressed air with assistance from
Living Water, a US NGO. The design for the electrical
installations was approved but the electricity company
required extra work at additional cost so progress was
delayed until an agreement could be reached. The
installation of power lines, transformer and submersible
pump will be completed in 2011/12.

and this
project
will be
implemented
in the next
reporting period.
Another important
aspect of the Arsenic
Alleviation programme has been the widening of the
investigation which began in the last reporting period to
determine the extent of arsenic contamination of water
sources in the area. From initial investigations it appeared
that a ‘contaminant plume’ of arsenic was emanating from
the geothermal field at San Jacinto – Tizate and flowing
northwards and westwards through the shallow
groundwater system into various tributaries of the Estero
Real river. In early tests of 59 wells and springs in the area
surrounding Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer, around
half the water sources tested positive for arsenic and a
third exceeded the WHO standard of 10 ppb. Several
sources contained more than 200 ppb. In May 2011 the
focus of arsenic testing shifted to monitoring of surface
waters. Arsenic concentrations were measured and stream
flows gauged using salt dilution and the velocity-area
method. Arsenic in significant concentrations has been
discovered as far downstream as the tidal reach of the
Estero Real river which suggests that the scale of the
problem is larger than had been previously realised.

During this phase of the project a design was also drawn up
for a later phase which will bring water by gravity to public
collection points from a spring 4 km away in Agua Fría, high
above Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer. This water will
be suitable for drinking and cooking as it does not contain
arsenic. Although the quality of this water is good, the flow
from this spring is not sufficient to meet all the needs of
the arsenic-affected communities, so both systems will
work alongside each other, one providing water for
washing and bathing and the other for cooking and
drinking. In order to avoid having to dig new trenches,
pipes were installed for this phase of the project at the
same time as those laid for the first phase. Over 7 km of
pipes were laid between the two networks. Partial funding
for this phase was approved by the Mayor of Telica and
work will continue in 2011/12.
Another possible solution to the problem of arsenic
contamination is treatment using household arsenic filters.
The design of most interest because of its simplicity and
ease of construction is the ‘Kanchan’ filter which was
originally developed in Nepal. A trial filter was built using
materials obtained locally. This filter was tested using
water from one of the most contaminated wells in the area
with 250 ppb of arsenic. The filter removed around 98% of
the arsenic, bringing it within the WHO standard of 10 ppb,
but it also introduced some suspended solids and did not
remove bacteria. A trial using the Kanchan filter in
conjunction with the ‘Filtron’, a ceramic water filter
successfully removed both arsenic and bacteria. A proposal
for a pilot project to trial filters in the affected communities
was approved by the Oxford León Association and Trust

A proposal was prepared and funding sought for a full
investigation into the arsenic problem in this area. The
dermatologist who discovered the first cases of arsenicosis
in Nicaragua, Dr Alina Gómez, was approached about the
project and she expressed her willingness to work with
Nuevas Esperanzas on the health aspects. Partial funding
was approved by the World Health Organisation for the
investigation and additional donations were also approved
from two sugar companies with plantations in the affected
area, Pantaleón and Grupo Pellas. This investigation will be
carried out during 2011/12.
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Eruption of Volcán Telica, May 2011

“We were coming down the mountainside as storm clouds had started to gather in front of us. We listened to the rumbles of thunder
wondering if we were going to make it back down before the heavens opened. Then all of sudden there was an explosion behind us.
We turned around to see an enormous column of ash which had already risen from the crater. The volcano spewed out a dark grey
cloud which blotted out the sun as it surged upwards and the wind brought it over our heads. We could see the ash raining down on
the western part of Agua Fría where some families had been reluctant to leave.”

up. A general meeting was
held in the community in March
attended by representatives of 127
families at which identity documents
were checked and the location of their
agricultural land was confirmed. After
consultation with community leaders and
the local Mayor, the work was handed over
to the Attorney General’s office for the land titling process
to be completed. This effectively ended Nuevas
Esperanzas’ current commitment to work at La Palmerita.

Support services to other organisations
Last year, Nuevas Esperanzas aimed to provide technical
expertise to other development programmes on the Pacific
side of Nicaragua where local actors are able to function as
the lead agencies.

La Palmerita resettlement programme
La Palmerita is an impoverished rural community located
approximately 10 km from Malpaisillo in the Department of
León, western Nicaragua. The origins of this community
date back to 2001 when the global coffee crisis hit
Nicaragua particularly hard. Coffee workers from the north
of the country converged on the capital, Managua, to
appeal for help. Following these demonstrations a former
cotton plantation in the west of the country was made
available where the former coffee workers could settle.
Many of the families who had participated in the
demonstrations in Managua moved to La Palmerita in the
following months living in extreme poverty in shelters
made from sheets of black polythene. Although the land
had been given to the displaced coffee workers in 2001 by
a presidential decree, uncertainty over land rights
continued and the lack of progress on land titling limited
the potential for much-needed development assistance for
this fledgling community. Nuevas Esperanzas and its
predecessor organisation have been supporting the
community at La Palmerita since 2001 through practical
assistance and advocacy.

In addition to its work on long-term development
programmes in the Department of León, Nuevas
Esperanzas also provided technical assistance and
consultancy services to other organisations in the
Departments of León, Chinandega, and Granada.

Other water projects

During 2010/2011, Nuevas Esperanzas completed its work
to secure land rights for the community, funded by the
Oxford León Association and Trust. Surveying work on the
agricultural land was completed in February 2011 after
heavy rains and the timing of the harvest had caused
further delays. Maps were prepared and submitted to the
Attorney General’s office for the title deeds to be drawn
14

Work continued on the project to construct rainwater
harvesting tanks in the community of El Ojoche in Somotillo
which was begun in 2009/2010. This project was funded
through the Rotary Club of León. The construction of four
of the tanks had been completed at the end of the last
reporting period. Work on the fifth and sixth tanks was
completed and the seventh was built by builders from the
community who had been trained by Nuevas Esperanzas’
building supervisors during the project. This work took
longer than had been expected due to challenges of
community participation, lack of availability of the local
builders and delays due to heavy rain. One of the seven
tanks was built to improve access to water from a spring. A
route for the pipes to connect the spring to the tank was
designed in consultation with the community committee
which manages the spring. The trench was dug and a new
lining was built inside the spring box. This tank has
significantly increased the amount of water available for
the community from the spring by collecting and storing
water overnight for use during the day. In June 2011 the
quality of the water in the tanks was tested. Unfortunately

some of the results showed a high level of bacteriological
contamination so additional monitoring and training on
how to chlorinate the water will be undertaken in 2011/12.

Asese resettlement project
Nuevas Esperanzas continued to provide technical
assistance to the British NGO, SIFT, in support of this
resettlement project for displaced islanders in Lake
Nicaragua who are losing their homes and their livelihoods
to make way for tourist developments. During 2010/11 the
revised Environmental Impact Statement which had been
submitted to the Nicaraguan Environment Agency,
MARENA, in May 2010 was approved. The hydrogeological
study for the proposed water supply (first written in 2006)
was updated and revised in order to request a licence to
drill a well. A meeting was held with INVUR, the social
housing agency, to determine the options for registering
the project. It has been agreed that responsibility for
progressing this project will now fall to SIFT. Nuevas
Esperanzas will only provide further assistance if it falls
within its specific areas of technical expertise.

Ecumenical development
Last year, Nuevas Esperanzas aimed to promote ecumenical
cooperation in development in churches and Christian
organisations.
Ecumenical development is both a cross-cutting
component of other programmes and a specific activity in
its own right. In the first few months of this year Nuevas
Esperanzas continued its work in San Jacinto supporting an
inter-church committee formed to address issues of
particular concern to young people. Guidance was then
offered to the group informally about how they could
develop their activities for themselves. As part of a plan to
promote ecumenical cooperation in development more
widely, the series of interviews begun in 2009/10 were
continued with religious leaders from different
denominations in León. A questionnaire was used to
identify perceptions of ecumenism and attitudes towards
social action and inter-church cooperation.

Organisation development and training
Last year, Nuevas Esperanzas aimed to empower its staff
through training and professional
development.
Following the registration last year
of “Nuevas Esperanzas US in
Latin America Incorporated”
(abbreviated to Nuevas
Esperanzas US), as a
501(c)(3) registered non-

profit organisation in the United States, a meeting was held
in Nicaragua in June 2011 of the board of this new partner
organisation. This meeting was also attended by the Chair
of Trustees and the Director of Nuevas Esperanzas UK as
well as other members of the team. The meeting provided
the opportunity to review the achievements of Nuevas
Esperanzas over the last five years and to explore ways in
which the two organisations can work together in the
future. The Director of Nuevas Esperanzas US continued
his secondment to Nuevas Esperanzas UK throughout the
year in his role as Programme Manager, funded by the US
organisation and contributing more than 1,160 hours of
professional services.
This year an Information Technology specialist was
contracted to join the team, working initially on GIS and
mapping to support both the Mountain Rain and Arsenic
Alleviation programmes. Over the year 2010/11, five
volunteers and five visitors contributed significantly to the
work of Nuevas Esperanzas, including a photographer from
the US, two environmental consultants from the UK and
students from the UK, the US and Holland. Volunteers
worked for periods of between 3 weeks and 9 months
alongside the permanent team. Volunteers this year
worked on developing the carbon offsetting proposal,
translation and the preparation of publicity materials and
funding applications. Visits were also received from
representatives of two of Nuevas Esperanzas’ supporting
organisations. The formal system of staff appraisals which
was introduced in 2009/10 was continued this year with
each staff member being appraised by two more senior
members of the team and new or revised objectives being
set for the coming year.
In addition to weekly meetings for spiritual reflection,
two retreats were held. The first was on social action
and the second focussed on ways for Nuevas
Esperanzas to develop its work on the theme
‘Spending ourselves on behalf of the poor’. A
photography workshop was led by a
photographer from the US who spent a month
with Nuevas Esperanzas as a volunteer.

Fundraising
Last year, Nuevas Esperanzas aimed to extend and diversify
its funding.
One of the key objectives of fundraising was to increase
regular giving to the charity and this has increased by 26%,
although this year saw an overall decrease in unrestricted
funds. Whilst this decrease in unrestricted funds is
disappointing, it is not surprising in view of the global
recession.

A tribute to ‘Mayo’
In March 2011 Nuevas Esperanzas tragically lost one of its
team, Eusebio Osmar Vargas, known to us all as ‘Mayo’.
Mayo, aged 37, had been with the team since 2008 as a
building supervisor, overseeing the construction of many
rainwater harvesting tanks in rural communities in Telica
and Somotillo. Softly-spoken and considerate, he was
greatly appreciated by the families he served in the remote
hillside communities around his village of San Jacinto.
Mayo was conscientious and eager to learn, always looking
for opportunities to improve his skills. In January, a few
weeks after starting work on a new water project for the
communities of La Unión and Nuevo Amanecer, he was
diagnosed with kidney failure. He was recommended for
dialysis and had been accepted into a programme in
Managua. Unfortunately, such procedures are often feared
in rural communities like Mayo’s and he decided against
the treatment. He died amongst his family and friends on
th
10 March.
The whole of the Nuevas Esperanzas team was present at
his funeral the next day at his rustic house in the village.
Mayo’s wife, María de la Cruz, his two daughters, aged 16
and 13, and his son, aged seven, lost a much-loved husband
and father and the love and prayers of the entire Nuevas
Esperanzas family is with them. Despite being buried within
hours of his death, many were in attendance from the
surrounding hillside communities where he worked with
Nuevas Esperanzas. Many of those present have Mayo to
thank for the fact that they now have water to drink at
their homes instead of facing a two hour walk to collect it
from the spring.

The most notable successes of the year were in securing
funds (some of which will not actually be received until
2011/12) from major donors in Nicaragua including local
government, large corporations and the World Health
Organisation. The discovery of the arsenic problem
prompted a different approach to fundraising as it became
apparent that there was a need to secure funding
reasonably quickly for a thorough investigation. The
combination of the significant economic interests in the
arsenic-affected area and the high profile which the global
arsenic problem has gained opened up opportunities to
approach some major donors for the first time. Support
from local government was important and signified a
commitment on the part of the Nicaraguan authorities to
address this problem. Meetings were held with business
representatives to present evidence of the arsenic
contamination and solicit support; this was most successful
in the case of businesses with established Corporate Social
Responsibility departments. During this process, the
importance of ‘leverage’ was particularly evident; a firm
commitment early in the process by the World Health
Organisation gave the proposal credibility and probably
contributed to the success of some of the other requests
made. Approaches to corporate donors in Nicaragua
should be continued in 2011/12 as this could be an
important way of diversifying Nuevas Esperanzas’ funding.
Most of the resources expended on fundraising were for
the production of a 20-page illustrated version of the
2009/10 Annual Report and accompanying DVD. This DVD
features a short promotional film of the Mountain Rain
programme which was also posted on YouTube and the
Nuevas Esperanzas website. The film includes interviews in
Spanish with members of the team and project
beneficiaries and has English subtitles. Copies of the
Annual Report and DVD of the film were sent out to
previous and potential donors.

Future objectives

Financial review

Nuevas Esperanzas has defined strategic objectives for
2009-2012 consisting of the following:

Income and Expenses



Establish long-term development programmes in
marginalised and vulnerable communities in the
Department of León. In this work Nuevas Esperanzas
will act as the lead agency, maintaining regular contact
with beneficiary communities and other stakeholders.
These programmes will allow the charity to promote its
model of integrated development, addressing social,
spiritual, economic and environmental needs in a
holistic manner. The principal focus over the period
2009-2012 will be on the hillside communities which
are part of the Mountain Rain project and the
displaced coffee workers at La Palmerita.



Provide technical expertise to other development
programmes on the Pacific side of Nicaragua where
local actors are able to function as the lead agencies.
Nuevas Esperanzas has significant experience and
technical capacity in certain areas which may be of
assistance in other parts of Nicaragua where the
charity is unable to assume the role of lead agency due
to logistical constraints. This work will include the
promotion of rainwater harvesting projects in other
parts of Nicaragua, and the provision of expertise in
hydrogeology.

Nuevas Esperanzas’ income increased by 13% from £113.9k
in 2009/10 to almost £128.6k in 2010/11. Although regular
giving increased by 26% to £20.2k, total unrestricted
income dropped by almost £10k to £38.6k, only 30% of
total income. Restricted income increased by 37%, largely
through funds received from the Nicaraguan government
(through the local Mayor’s office) for the water supply
project for Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer. Total
expenditure increased by 36% as a result of this
government funded project. The Mountain Rain and
Arsenic Alleviation programmes jointly account for 83% of
all expenditure. Fundraising represented 5.3% of the total
expenditure and governance 2.3%.



Respond to emergency situations in any part of
Nicaragua as required, providing solutions to meet
water and sanitation needs. This requires the
development and maintenance of Nuevas Esperanzas’
capacity for rapid response to emergencies.



Promote ecumenical cooperation in development in
churches and Christian organisations, both in
Nicaragua and in donor nations.

To support these objectives, Nuevas Esperanzas will seek
to:


Deepen its relationship with beneficiary communities
and other stakeholders in the Department of León
through regular visits and workshops.



Establish relationships with other organisations to
share its experience and particular areas of expertise.



Extend and diversify its
funding.



Develop its website and
other forms of publicity.



Empower its staff
through training
and professional
development.



Model the
values which it
promotes.

Reserves
Reserves allow for stability and for the charity to smooth
out any short-term drops in income or peaks in
expenditure, as well as ensuring that at any moment in
time, the charity is able to meet all its obligations. The
total reserves held (£25k) are sufficient to cover designated
funds (£22k – the net book value of fixed assets), leaving a
small margin of £3k of unrestricted general funds. As this is
less than the target of three months’ operating
expenditure, efforts will be made over the coming
year to increase unrestricted income through a
fundraising campaign and to limit expenditure
from general funds caused by overspending on
projects through the introduction of new
project management systems.

Structure, governance and
management
Nuevas Esperanzas UK was formed by a Declaration of
th
Trust signed on 11 August 2006. Charitable status was
th
granted on 12 September 2006. The organisation is
governed by the Trust deed which gives the trustees the
power to apply the funds for the relief of poverty in
Nicaragua. Nuevas Esperanzas UK was registered as an
international non-governmental organisation in Nicaragua
th
on 27 October 2006 (Numero Perpetuo 3537) and has a
cooperation agreement with Government of Nicaragua,
th
signed on 27 November 2006.
The Trust deed states that there must be a minimum of
three trustees. There are no fixed terms for trustees to
serve and new trustees are appointed by a resolution at a
special meeting, having regard to the skills, knowledge and
experience needed for the effective administration of the
charity. New trustees are given a copy of the Trust deed
and any subsequent amendments, and a copy of the
charity’s latest report and statement of accounts. They
have no beneficial interest in the organisation other than as
trustees, and have absolute discretion with regards to
investment decisions. No trustee received remuneration
during the period for services to the Trust.
The trustees take responsibility for the overall governance
of the charity, making or ratifying strategic and policy
decisions. The charity’s director is responsible for the day
to day operation of the charity and manages the staff
based in a small office in León, Nicaragua. He provides
input to all meetings of the trustees and attends one
meeting each year during his annual visit to the UK. As the
legal representative of Nuevas Esperanzas UK in Nicaragua,
the director is also responsible for coordination with the
Government of Nicaragua and all operations of the charity
in country. The Nicaragua operations of Nuevas Esperanzas
UK are required to comply with Nicaraguan legal
requirements including retention of taxes, payment of
social security and compliance with specific regulations
applied to non-governmental organisations.

Possible risks to the charity are identified and investigated,
and measures put in place to manage risks as appropriate.
In the last period, the most significant challenges resulted
from the balance between unrestricted and restricted
income. Although some progress had been made in the
previous year on improving this balance, government
funding for the water supply project for Unión España and
Nuevo Amanecer greatly increased the percentage of
restricted funds. Not only were these funds restricted, but
many additional conditions were put on their use which put
significant strain on the limited unrestricted funds. This
was partly mitigated by a matching donation for the same
project from another donor. Whilst this was also restricted
to the Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer water project, it
did provide the ‘matching’ funds needed to complement
the government funding. During the year, the balance of
funding sources was monitored closely and where
necessary, arrangements were negotiated with certain
donors to ‘derestrict’ some funds already received.

Statement of trustees’ responsibilities
Charity law requires the trustees to prepare financial
statements for each financial period which give a true and
fair view of the charity’s financial activities during the
period and of its financial position at the end of the period.
In preparing financial statements giving a true and fair
view, the trustees should follow best practice and:


select suitable accounting policies and apply them
consistently.



make judgements and estimates that are reasonable
and prudent.



state whether applicable accounting standards and
statements of recommended practice have been
followed, subject to any material departures disclosed
and explained in the financial statements.



prepare the financial statements on a going concern
basis unless it is inappropriate to assume that the Trust
will continue in operation.

The trustees are responsible for maintaining proper
accounting records, which disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time the financial position of the charity
and which enable them to ensure that the financial
statements comply with the Charities Act 1993. They are
also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the charity
and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention
and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
This report was approved by the
th
trustees on 10 March 2012 and
signed on its behalf.

Dr Emma Higham, Chair

Independent Examiner’s Report
Report to the trustees of Nuevas Esperanzas on the
th
accounts for the year ended 30 June 2011.

Respective responsibilities of trustees
and Examiner
The organisation's trustees are responsible for the
preparation of the accounts. The organisation's trustees
consider that an audit is not required for this year (under
section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 (the Act), as
amended by s.28 of the Charities Act 2006) and that an
independent examination is needed.

concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken
do not provide all the evidence that would be required in
an audit, and consequently no opinion is given as to
whether the accounts present a 'true and fair view' and the
report is limited to those matters set out in the statement
below.

Independent Examiner’s statement
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to
my attention:
(1)

which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in
any material respect the requirements:

to keep accounting records in accordance with
section 41 of the 1993 Act; and

to prepare accounts which accord with the
accounting records and comply with the
accounting requirements of the Act.
have not been met; or

(2)

to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn
in order to enable a proper understanding of the
accounts to be reached.

It is my responsibility to:





examine the accounts (under section 43(3)(a) of the
Act, as amended);
follow the procedures laid down in the General
Directions given by the Charity Commissioners (under
section 43(7)(b) of the Act, as amended); and
state whether particular matters have come to my
attention.

Basis of Independent Examiner’s
statement
My examination was carried out in accordance with
General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners. An
examination includes a review of the accounting records
kept by the organisation and a comparison of the accounts
presented with those records. It also includes
consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the
accounts, and seeking explanations from the trustees

J.A.L. Irvine-Smith MAAT FCIE
Independent Examiners Limited
Sovereign Centre
Poplars
Yapton Lane
Walberton
West Sussex
BN18 0AS

Dated:

Balance sheet as at 30th June 2011

Statement of financial activities
for the period ending 30th June 2011
Notes

Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds

2011

2010

£

£

£

£

Notes

2011
£

£

2010
£

£

Incoming resources

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible assets

Incoming resources
from generated funds:
Voluntary income:
Grants and donations
Activities for generating funds:
Investment income
Other incoming resources

2&3

38,648

89,771

128,419

113,832

4

25

-

25

51

5

173

-

173

-

Total incoming resources

38,846

89,771

128,617

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand
CREDITORS: amounts falling due
within one year
NET CURRENT ASSETS

10

11

12

22,050

15,332

5,098
10,447

6,019
22,545

15,545

28,564

(12,479)

(8,853)
3,066

19,711

25,116

35,043

113,883

NET ASSETS
Resources expended
Costs of generating voluntary income

6

7,342

-

7,342

4,547

Charitable activities

6

35,597

92,369

127,966

94,451

Governance costs

6

3,236

-

3,236

2,731

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED

46,175

92,369

138,544

101,729

Net incoming resources

(7,329)

(2,598)

(9,927)

12,154

Total funds brought forward

32,445

2,598

35,043

21,883

Opening balance adjustment
Total funds, carried forward

17

INCOME FUNDS
Unrestricted funds
General funds
Designated funds
Restricted funds
TOTAL FUNDS

1,006
25,116

-

25,116

3,066
22,050

13

17,113
15,332
25,116
-

32,445
2,598

25,116

35,043

These accounts have been prepared in accordance with the accounting policies set out in note 1 to the accounts and
comply with the Charity’s governing document, applicable law and the requirements of the Statement of
Recommended Practice, “Accounting and Reporting by Charities” issued in March 2005.

35,043

th

These accounts were approved by the Board of Trustees on 10 March 2012 and were signed on its behalf by:

Dr Emma Higham, Chair

The notes on pages 21 to 23 form part of these accounts.
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Notes to the Accounts

1.7

Tangible Fixed Assets And Depreciation
All assets costing more than £500 are capitalised. Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less depreciation.
Depreciation is provided at rates calculated to write off the cost or valuation of fixed assets, less their estimated
residual value, over their expected useful lives.

1. Accounting policies
1.1

Basis of accounting
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with applicable accounting standards and the
Statement of Recommended Practice “Accounting and Reporting by Charities”, SORP 2005.

1.2

Fund accounting
Unrestricted funds are general funds which are available for use at the trustees’ discretion in furtherance of the
objectives of the charity. Designated funds are unrestricted funds set aside at the discretion of the trustees for
specific purposes. Restricted funds are those donated for use in a particular area or for specific purposes, the
use of which is restricted to that area or purpose.

1.3

1.4



Voluntary income, including donations, gifts and legacies and grants, are recognised where there is an
entitlement, certainty of receipt and the amount can be measured with sufficient reliability. Gift aid
reclaimable on donations to the charity is included with the amount received and is allocated to the
income category to which the income relates.



Investment income is included when receivable.

1.6



Charitable activities
Charitable activities include expenditure associated with the main objectives of the charity and include
both the direct costs and support costs relating to these activities.



Governance costs
Governance costs are primarily associated with constitutional and statutory requirements.



Support costs
Support costs include central functions and have been allocated to activity cost categories on a basis
consistent with time recorded by staff. Salaries and other employment costs are allocated to activity
cost categories according to the time spent on those activities by salaried staff (as recorded on weekly
time sheets). All other support costs are allocated to activity cost categories according to the time spent
by all staff.

Unrestricted

2011

2010

£

£

£

Donations
Committed giving
Appeals and donations

20,229
9,117

20,229
9,117

16,005
13,132

Grants
Trusts and foundations
Churches
Corporate donors

3,427
5,828
47

3,427
5,828
47

13,634
5,500
58

38,648

38,648

48,329

Restricted

2011

2010

£

£

£

3. Restricted voluntary income

Grants payable
Grant payments are recognised when a constructive obligation arises which results in the payment being
unavoidable.
Costs of generating funds
Costs of generating funds are those costs incurred in attracting voluntary income.

12.5% on cost
20% on cost
50% on cost

Unrestricted voluntary income for the period falls into the following categories:

Resources expended
Expenditure is recognised when a liability is incurred. In the case of contractual arrangements for the supply of
goods or services, expenditure is recognised once the supplier of the goods or services has performed their
part of the contract.



-

2. Voluntary income

Incoming resources
All incoming resources are included in the statement of financial activities when the charity is entitled to the
income and the amount can be quantified with reasonable accuracy. The following specific policies are applied
to categories of income:



1.5

Vehicles
Technical equipment
Computer equipment

"Mountain Rain" programme
Trusts and foundations
Individuals
Arsenic Alleviation programme
Trusts and foundations
Government
Other water projects
Trusts and foundations
Government
Resettlement projects
Trusts and foundations
Individuals
Education projects
Trusts and foundations
Government

Donated services
The value of services provided by volunteers is not incorporated into these financial statements. Further details
of the contribution made by volunteers can be found in the trustees’ annual report.

34,432
650

34,432
650

26,238
8,327

14,916
39,012

14,916
39,012

-

134
-

134
-

19,139
196

627
-

627
-

6,064
58

-

-

5,000
481

89,771

89,771

65,503

Unrestricted

2011

2010

£

£

£

4. Investment income

Foreign currencies
Transactions in foreign currencies are recognised at the rate of exchange at the date of transaction. Monetary
assets and liabilities are translated into sterling at the exchange rate on the balance sheet date. All exchange
differences are recognised through the Statement of Financial Activities.

Investment income
Interest

21

25

25

51

25

25

51

5. Other incoming resources

6. Resources expended (continued)
Unrestricted

2011

2010

£

£

£

Other incoming resources
Gain on sale of vehicle

Support costs and their basis of allocation to activities are as follows:
basis of allocation

173

173

-

173

173

-

Staff costs
Office costs
Communication costs
Travelling costs
Depreciation
Other costs

6. Resources expended
Direct
costs

Support
costs

2011
total

2010

£

£

£

£

5,246

2,096

7,342

4,547

Costs of generating funds

Governance

Direct costs of generating funds are made up as follows:

Staff costs
Publicity costs
Other costs

Direct costs of charitable activities are made up as follows:

35,020
47,237
5,583
2,568
314

22,827
10,089
1,588
2,317
423

57,847
57,326
7,171
4,885
737

52,766
16,737
10,989
12,008
1,951

2,383

853

3,236

2,731

98,351

40,193

138,544

101,729

2011

2010

£

£

2,967
1,713
566

2,227
678
218

5,246

3,123

Direct costs of governance are made up as follows:

Staff costs
Independent Examiner's fee

£

21,798
5,273
1,370
7,667
808
3,277

19,529
3,759
1,648
2,914
926
1,841

40,193

30,617

2011

2010

£

£

4,595

3,928

8. Employees and trustees

UK-contracted employees based overseas
Locally-contracted employees overseas

Number of employees

2011

2010

£

£

19,852
35,750

19,010
28,243

55,602

47,253

2011

2010

UK-contracted employees based overseas
Locally-contracted employees overseas

2010

2
10

2
10

12

12

st

£
Staff costs
Direct project costs
Travelling costs

Depreciation on tangible fixed assets

Employee costs

2011

2010

£

7. Net movement in funds
Net movement in funds is shown after charging:

Charitable activities
"Mountain Rain" programme
Arsenic Alleviation programme
Other water projects
Resettlement projects
Education projects
Ecumenical development

Staff time
Staff time
Staff time
Staff time & vehicle use
Staff time
Staff time

2011

£

29,444
52,914
8,364

24,384
31,733
9,768

90,722

65,885

2011

2010

£

£

1,393
990

1,114
990

2,383

2,104

th

The highest paid employee was the director who received total payments of £14,594 from 1 July 2010 – 30
June 2011. No trustee received any remuneration during the period.

9. Taxation
Nuevas Esperanzas UK is a registered charity and is therefore not liable to Income Tax or Corporation Tax on
income derived from its charitable activities.

10. Tangible fixed assets
Net book value

Vehicles
Technical equipment

22

2011

2010

£

£

20,225
1,825

13,252
2,080

22,050

15,332

10. Tangible fixed assets (continued)

13. Movement in funds (continued)

Movements in the period

Cost:
Vehicles
Office equipment
Technical equipment

Opening
balances

Additions

Disposals

Closing
balances

£

£

£

£

Unrestricted funds:

19,559
1,794
3,500

14,427
553

7,436
1,794
-

26,550
4,053

24,853

14,980

9,230

30,603

Opening
balances

Charge
for period

Disposals

Closing
balances

Depreciation:

£

£

£

£

Vehicles
Office equipment
Technical equipment

6,306
1,794
1,421

3,787
808

3,769
1,794
-

6,324
2,229

9,521

4,595

5,563

8,553

General funds
Designated funds

Total funds

Outgoing
resources

30th June
2011

£

£

£

£

17,113
15,332

23,866
14,980

37,913
8,262

3,066
22,050

32,445

38,846

46,175

25,116

35,043

128,617

138,544

25,116

Purpose of designated funds
Designated funds represent the net book value of Nuevas Esperanzas’ tangible fixed assets.

Tax recoverable
Prepayments
Reimbursements owed

2011

2010

£

£

1,057
3,831
210

2,284
3,635
100

5,098

6,019

14. Analysis of net assets between funds

Fixed assets
Current assets

12. Creditors
Accruals and other creditors
Independent Examiner's fee 2009/10
Independent Examiner's fee 2010/11

2011

2010

£

£

General
funds

Designated
funds

Restricted
funds

Total

£

£

£

£

3,066

22,050
-

-

22,050
3,066

3,066

22,050

-

25,116

15. Risk assessment

11,489
990

7,863
990
-

12,479

8,853

The trustees actively review the major risks which the charity faces on a regular basis and believe that
maintaining the free reserves stated combined with the annual review of the controls over key financial systems
carried out on an annual basis will provide sufficient resources in the event of adverse conditions. The trustees
have also examined other operational and business risks which they face and confirm that they have
established systems to mitigate the significant risks.

16. Public benefit

13. Movement in funds

"Mountain Rain" programme
Arsenic Alleviation programme
Other water projects
Resettlement projects

Incoming
resources

Purpose of restricted funds
Restricted funds refer to funds given for specific projects mainly from institutional donors but also from appeals:
 “Mountain Rain” is an integrated development project for hillside communities as detailed on pages 2-5.
 The Arsenic Alleviation programme includes the Telica Arsenic Study as well as water projects in the arsenicaffected area which aim to reduce exposure to arsenic in drinking water, as detailed on pages 5-6.
 Other water projects include the El Ojoche rainwater harvesting project, as detailed on page 7.
 Resettlement projects include the project for displaced coffee workers at La Palmerita and the project for displaced
islanders at Asese as detailed on pages 6-7.

11. Debtors

Restricted funds:

1st July
2010

1st July
2010

Incoming
resources

Outgoing
resources

30th June
2011

£

£

£

£

2,598
-

35,082
53,928
134
627

35,082
53,928
2,732
627

-

2,598

89,771

92,369

-

The charity acknowledges its requirement to demonstrate clearly that it must have charitable purposes or ‘aims’
that are for the public benefit. Details of how the charity has achieved this are provided in the trustees’ report.
The trustees confirm that they have paid due regard to the Charity Commission guidance on public benefit
before deciding what activities the charity should undertake.

17. Opening balance adjustment
th

During the financial year to 30 June 2011 an input tax reimbursement of £1,006 was received from the
Nicaraguan government which related to the 2009/10 financial statements.
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